Lack of Black Faculty Is Still Plaguing University

By ANDREW KRAMER

The University’s affirmative action efforts have never been more scrutinized or, hence, fodder for the political campaign.

The majority of the faculty members, who are the mainstay of the academic community and the cornerstone of the University’s academic mission, have not been represented in the faculty until recently.

Although the former point is often cited by administrators in defense of the University’s record, it is not the issue that is at stake. The issue is not whether the University has made progress in the past, but whether it is currently making progress.
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Peddlers Fight With U. Police

By DAVID SISKIN

Two adult drug peddlers arrested earlier this week were arrested by University Police for possession of marijuana.

The peddlers, who are not members of the University community, were arrested by University Police Captain John Hart.

The peddlers, who were arrested by University Police in the early afternoon, are expected to be charged with possession of marijuana.

Anti-Semitism Taints Elections at Princeton

By ROBIN DAIV

A student government election at Princeton University took a turn last week as a series of anti-Semitic posters began to appear on campus.

The posters, which were discovered by a student on Sunday, containedvitriolic statements against Jews and Judaism.

Students for Justice in Palestine

Although the posts are not officially sanctioned by the University, they have raised concern among students and faculty.

Phils Take National League Pennant

By ROGER WATTS

The Philadelphia Phillies won the National League pennant last night against the Atlanta Braves, 7-2.

The win, which clinched the Phillies’ second consecutive post-season appearance, was made possible by the pitching of ace pitcher Tug McGraw, who allowed just two runs in seven innings.

Students Perform Community Service

By JOHN MADDOW

The University-sponsored community service event was held on Saturday afternoon.

The event, which was organized by the University’s Office of Community Service, involved students volunteering at various community service organizations around the city.

Crowds Gather to Enjoy Super Sunday Festivities

By JOHN MADDOW

Hundreds of thousands of people converged on the Ben Franklin Parkway yesterday to see the concert, crafts, and rides at Philadelphia’s tenth annual Super Sunday.

The event, which was organized by the City of Philadelphia, featured free food, rides, and entertainment.

The event was part of the City’s efforts to promote tourism and encourage visitors to the city.

4 Resolutions Planned For Faculty Meeting

By DAVID SISKIN

At least four resolutions, including a call for the resignation of Princeton University President Norman R. Tobin, were planned for discussion at the University’s faculty meeting.

The resolutions, which were introduced by members of the faculty, addressed issues such as the President’s record and the University’s commitment to affirmative action.

Students for Ice Show

By JOHN MADDOW

The University-sponsored ice show, which was held on Saturday night, was a success.

The event, which was organized by the University’s Office of Student Affairs, featured ice skating, music, and other entertainment.

The event was part of the University’s efforts to promote student involvement and community engagement.

The event was well-attended, with many students and faculty members in attendance.

The event was also an opportunity for students to showcase their talents and celebrate the University’s spirit.

The event was praised by attendees, who described it as a fun and engaging event.
**NEWS IN BRIEF**

**Friedman Press Releases**

- 1981 Record Order yours now
- and Lite After Penn " Refreshments Today.
- very important — 6:00 — Be on time
- PENN BAND This week's only rehearsal at
- MEET FRANK MAHER OF ROHM * HAAS
- Room E Christian Association
- Association tor supportive, confidential
- GAY AND LESBIAN PEER COUNSELING
- "PAPER": Vance Hall 108. 4 30 Sponsored by
- **Other Discount Coupons Not Accepted With This Offer.**
- FREE with this coupon and a $10 purchase.

**Blue Jays**

- Jumbo Deli Sandwiches-Pizza-All Kinds of Hoagies
- compiled from Associated Press Dispatches

**Sports News**

- Man told police she was walking downtown alone at 1:00 a.m.
- said the man then drove her to the parking lot of the Lehigh Valley Mall
- where she was indecently assaulted by the
- man. The man has been
- ad and reported the incident to
- University Police.

- The man told the victim to stay there for the day on Sunday. Campus police visited the area at the referenced time but
- see any suspects.
- The woman described her assailant as a 35-year-old black male, five feet eight inches tall, weighing about 210
- pounds, clean shaven and wearing a T-shirt and a pair of blue jeans.

**Women Assailed In Campus**

**Woman Assaulted In Car**

- A woman was forced into a car at gunpoint by a man outside her dormitory
- carjacking of a woman in her dormitory.
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and, David Ramsay, the University's special officer for enrollment statistics, have worked closely with Robert Camp, the former chief aide, and Davida Ramey, the University's deputy vice president for administration, to provide additional statistics on the numbers of minority students and staff at the University, as well as the faculty members who have been offered positions to fill quotas of minority faculty. The University, however, has had the incentive to increase minority recruitment.

"It's a game of mirrors," says Law Professor Ralph Smith, who is well qualified as a prime example of a liberalized attitude. The University, he says, has been doing it for years.

Everyone is welcome to come celebrate or commiserate on Sunday, Oct. 14 for assembly seats or just breakfast at the West Philadelphia House on Sunday.

No matter how your team does on Saturday, you're a winner at Wawa on Sunday.

Here's a delicious offer from Wawa.

Friendly Wawa Food Market. Film for your camera. Appreciate for your music collection and cabinet of great sandwiches. Use the coupon to satisfy your cravings. The freeway sale starts now.

Bring your student ID to Wawa on Sunday from 11-12 PM for a free coffee or hot chocolate. One cup per student. Take advantage of this offer when you shop at Wawa. For convenience, please remember to use your Wawa card or pay at the cashier.

The Wawa way is the way to go!
That Noxious Student

By Bob Weber

"This should be a free expression, a forum where, for one, Philadelphia columnists can take positions on such issues, as the event involves issues unrelated to university affairs," says the University's new editor, Todd Hagl. "I think this is something that hasn't changed a lot for the voice of the University. And these 

Susan Newsome, editor of the News, says that the University has a right to make sure students are in the right frame of mind when they use the university's resources. "I think the University has a right to make sure students are in the right frame of mind when they use the university's resources. And these

Students Must Work Together

by Marc Shandler

The most recent component of the New Jersey Student Loan Foundation is the New Jersey Student Finance Board. The board, established by the New Jersey legislature in 1979, is responsible for approving, managing, and monitoring the use of the state's student loan program. The board's mission is to provide financial assistance to students in the state and to ensure that the programs are administered in a fair and effective manner. The board is composed of seven members, including the president of the New Jersey Student Loan Foundation, who serves as chair, and six other members appointed by the governor. The board meets monthly to discuss and approve student loan applications and to make decisions regarding the allocation of funds. The New Jersey Student Loan Foundation and the New Jersey Student Finance Board have been instrumental in providing financial assistance to students in the state and have helped many students to pursue their education.

A New Jersey Student Loan Ready to Run

by Michael Siegmann

The New Jersey Student Loan Ready to Run is a program that provides financial assistance to students attending colleges and universities in the state of New Jersey. The program was established in 1979 by the New Jersey Student Loan Foundation and the New Jersey Student Finance Board. The program is designed to help students who have limited financial resources to afford the cost of college tuition, fees, and other expenses. The program provides low-interest loans to students who meet the eligibility requirements and are enrolled in eligible programs at eligible institutions.

The Trustees' Responsibilities

by Michael Siegmann

The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are responsible for overseeing the management of the University's affairs, with a focus on ensuring that the University operates in accordance with its mission and values. The Trustees are elected by the University's Board of Trustees and are responsible for making decisions on a wide range of issues, including budgeting, financial policy, academic policy, and institutional management. The Trustees are also charged with ensuring that the University is in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, and that it is operating in a manner that is consistent with the University's mission and values. The Trustees are responsible for ensuring that the University is able to attract and retain the best students, faculty, and staff, and that it is able to provide the highest quality education and research programs.
Gregorian Should be Nominated

By Marjorie Zarin

Although I am not voting in November, I feel compelled to respond to what seems to be an attack on the Faculty Senate by strongly attacking the records and policies of Jerry Carver and to ridicule the presented in the The Daily Pennsylvanian on October 7, 1981 as "nothing more than a political statement". I do not believe that the faculty is divided or that the views presented are anything new. I am very concerned that this article is misleading.

I am a member of the Faculty Senate, and I do not believe that a member of the Senate, agree or disagree with the resolutions that are presented, should be denied the right to run for President of the University. I believe that the Senate is a democratic body, and all members have the right to run for any office in the University.

I believe that the resolution passed by the Faculty Senate on October 6, 1981, which states that the University should not believe in the nomination process, is in accord with the Constitution of the University. The Constitution states that the President of the University shall be chosen by a vote of the Faculty Senate. The Faculty Senate should not be denied the right to vote for a candidate whom they believe would be in the best interest of the University.

I believe that the resolution passed by the Faculty Senate is a statement of principle, and that the University should not be forced to make a decision on the nomination process until after the resolution has been passed. I believe that the Faculty Senate has the right to make a decision on the nomination process, and that the Trustees should not be forced to make a decision before the Faculty Senate has had the opportunity to do so.
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I'M AMI

This clique, led by Chairman Allison Accurso. has been making an
campaign that promises to change things. They can't Most upper
students seen which have caused some concern. One is campus security and
are important events—such as the recent appointment of Sheldon

MICHAEL QOLDFARB

PROJECTS MEANWHILE MANY OF THE DAY-TO-DAY

PHILIP COHEN

My joining the Castle I didn't even go out tor the Freshmen Football team.

POMPOUS ASSES, do you? I'm not a super-brain; I won't be invited to

JODI BRENNER

fairs. I can fulfill these responsibilities, given the chance I am also

DAVID DORMONT

A What a candidate!

JODY (Franklin's

polling locations

Don't Be Left Out
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FRESHMEN ELECTIONS

Vote Tomorrow & Wednesday

Candidates Statements - Class of '84
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Faculty Resolutions

The fourth resolution stated, "The Faculty Senate regrets the loss of Var- ran Gregorien and hopes that the administration will act promptly to provide for a replacement and become pro- vided leadership with energy, commit- ment, sensitivity and personal warmth that is indispensable. The Faculty Senate appreciates the work of sec- retaries and administrative assistants in the presidential search process. We are pleased that the search committee appears to have functionally fulfilled. We look forward to continuing with the new president the sense of just
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...and tried to pull the men away. Wilkins grabbed him and forced him to the ground and used the ground..."

Black Faculty Problems

"...but he had no weapon. Wilkins grabbed him and forced him to the ground..."
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Chuckie
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Multiple Divisions: 32 divisional offices contributing products and services to the expanding health care industry.

When the administration needed to make a decision about a new president, the Trustees were unable to decide. The Executive Board, according to some faculty

Chuckie (Be I can get away calling you that)

"Happy McBirthday, you big bad New Yorker, you. Your deck chair is on order."

L. Neigh
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UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
M.B.A.

ALL MAORS AND FIELDS INVITED

Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and PhD Programs and to ask any questions about the curriculum, admissions, financial aid, and career opportunities available in the following fields of management:

- Health Administration
- Finance
- Public and Nonprofit Human Resources
- Economics
- Central Management
- Management Science
- Accounting
- Policy

Monday, October 13
Contact University Career Placement for sign up.

GRADUATING SENIORS
Get A Headstart
In The Southwest

MBA

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON

Representative on Campus
Tuesday, October 14
In Houston Hall. Come any time between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., including lunchtime.

NO ADVANCE APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Other Graduate Degree Programs:
M.S. in Accounting.
M.S. in Management Information Systems.
M.S. in Urban Planning.
Ph.D. in Business Administration.

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

W. Spikers Triumph;
Raise Mark To 10-2

K. KEENWOOD

Penn's collected team, in a match played last Friday, handed defending Intronactors (13-1, 13-8) and Boston
(14-3, 15-1) to their first losses.

Because of injury to middle hitter
Susan Rabin in Thursday night's match against Union, Penn, which
had been leading much of the game,
lost to the Quakers for the contest. According
to June Devers, Penn adapted well to the loss of Rabin.

"In the game that we played on Fri-
day we had to put in some new peo-
ple," said Devers. "It was just a mat-
er of getting used to playing dif-
terents -- we had to put in a whole set
of new people in the first set and a dif-
ficult one. But it's back to the Quakers and Teamwork was the key in
this game."

Devers also noticed that"Susan is important. We had to adapt with our substitutes, Sandy Schuhart. She moved over to the middle from outside and it's never hit mid-
dle."

"How does Schuhart feel about her new position?"

(Continued from page 10)

"This season's result served to dampen the fire and make both the field and the fans happy.

The results of the rain affected the Quakers immediately. After falling to 0-1 in the first set, Penn
prepped to put the game on the calendar. The Cadets then fell to the Cadets and within minutes and
Penn found the pattern and moved to the score 0-1. Penn coach
Bill Wagner viewed this play as "the turning point." Limbeck, "The defense, excluding the middle hitter, Al Meier and Paul Michel, played superbly, and it's a shame the offense couldn't
produce anything."

Penn held the Cadets to 123 sards rushing on 35 carries. Quater-
back Frank established a total of 24 passes for 19 yards. Wagner,
the coach, then used the same strategy of serving to
the outside spiker and she's never hit middle play.

"The position of outside spiker re-
ceived attention and maintaining a consistent level of play against the weaker
SWJli

And while the team has to make a few offensive adjustments, try to regain its	

M. Harriers

(Continued from page 9)

It's been able to succeed because of the long way in the 13-6 loss to
Wes Luhm, and various other
in the 2-0 victory. "We lost a
despite the name of the last name, it's been all right. It has to be made of
other squads, and we lost to a good game and was victimized by five dropped passes and two dropped passes
which resulted in interceptions.

Now the team has to make a few dif-
ficult adjustments, try to regain its	

Careers Opportunities

with SCOTT PAPER

3:40 today
Vance Hall, 108

WALSH'S TAVERN

On 17th St. Between Walnut and Locust Streets.

Winnipeg's

Now the team has to make a few dif-
ficult adjustments, try to regain its	

martins shoes

DINGO BOOTS

CO.

563-6688

170 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA.

Reichard

4015 Walnut Street 243-6581

PRINCESTON Service

Prisoners of Conscience.

ANNUAL SOVIET JEWRY DAY

Sponsored by Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry

PRAY, SING, AND PRAY

Tues. Oct. 14
11 am
College Green

Email: info@fpg.com

Wishes for

Discounts

Sneakers

IN ORDER TO JOIN IN A

President of the Better Business
Bureau of New York City.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO JOIN IN A

Barbara Berger Opotowsky

Friday, Oct. 17, 1980
2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on October 17.

degree can be used in a variety of careers.

Accounting

General Management

Health Administration

Medical Administration

Health Administration

Medical Administration

Health Administration

Medical Administration

Health Administration

Medical Administration
**CLASSIFIED ADS**

**APARTMENTS**

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 2 bath near campus. Ideal for Penn students. Utilities included. $800. Contact 574-5423.

**FOR SALE**

1972 Datsun 240Z, automatic, 78,000 miles, $1,600. Contact 574-5423.

523 S. 36th St., 2 bedroom, 2 bath, $600. Contact 574-5423.

**HOUSING WANTED**

Former student looking for 1972-73 affordable housing, preferably near campus. Contact 574-5423.

**FOR SALE**

1975 Porsche 911S, black, automatic, $6,000, 5,000 miles. Contact 574-5423.

**ON CAMPUS:**


**STICKWOMEN**

The Brown offense must really wake up. With the prize of 2-1 on the line, the Bunch Bulls are a formidable foe. If Penn can only keep one on pace, it may be the turning point.

**Booters**

(from continued page 18)

Once the Quakers had the door notched and the ball, Mountain made a pass from mid\-
fielder Greg Savage at the box and saw a shot flying by Tabb to the near post.

"They have some kids in the mid-
field," Kennedy said. "We just have to keep clearing them out.

It was the moment, combined with the Brown's tight marking of the Penn forwards which kept the Red and Blue from moving the ball downfield for the second of the second half.

With nineteen minutes remaining in the match, Montana made the pass near the box and saw a pass from midfield to midfielder George Hammond. It was a pass to the outside of Tabb who almost conclusively\-

the shot and picked up the ball, and added it to the side of the net. The Quakers' last attempt failed, and the ball went wide of the net.

The Quakers' last attempt failed, and the ball went wide of the net.

CORN KICKS:

Tabb had right to the Brown back and the only man\-

CORN BASKETBALL TEAM

PENN 72-253 14 3 10 0 2 11 6 0 0 23 3 10 3 5 11 11 0 4

RECEIVING 5' 2 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OTHER SCORES

23 Cincinnati 6

THURSDAY, DEC. 12

**FRESHERN TURN OVER BALL, GAME 10-7**
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2-1 Victory Keeps Penn Atop Ivies

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — It was a tale of two running backs: a newcomer from Pennsylvania and an UNC-Charlotte senior from Brown. But in the end the entire Penn halfback team came up afield trying to stop the Bruins' Rick Villella, last week's Ivy Leader, who ran for the final four touchdowns in Brown's 54-3 rout of the Quakers on Saturday afternoon.

Villella, who established the season's highest rushing total with 217 yards, ran for touchdowns in every period of this final Ivy game of the season, helping Brown (5-2-1, 4-1-1 Ivy) beat Penn (4-2-1, 2-2-1 Ivy) for the first half of the Ivy League with a 42-22 victory. Penn was also defeated by the Quakers a year ago in the Ivy opener.

Despite the blowout, the Quakers finished in second place in the Ivy League for the third straight year and for the second straight year with a record of 2-2-1 in the Ivy. The Bruins moved to 5-2-1 in the Ivy and 4-1-1 overall.

RUBIN TO FALL TO FIRST

According to Quaker halfback Sieve Rubin and his coach, the half in Brown's only the remainder of the half.

"But I think both teams played decently, that's why it was so competitive," said midfielder Don voller.

"We may not be the best team in the Ivy League," said Rubin, "but we weren't ready."

"We played good, but we weren't ready," said Rubin.

"It would be the Cadets' only

"We played good, but we weren't ready."